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DEDICATION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
This document is part of, and intended to be read in conjunction with,
all parts of and appendices to the document entitled CSIROh!

Dedication
This report is dedicated to the many people around the world who have risen
spontaneously to challenge the politically motivated and fraudulent campaign falsely
claiming human activity controls Earth’s temperature and climate.
I am proud to stand beside you. Whether retired CSIRO scientist. Or builder working
night shift in a care facility, day shift on the job and evenings and weekends
organising protest activities. Or concerned small business owner. Or retired
grandmother concerned about the UN’s AGENDA 21. Or disgusted and disgruntled
voter who simply yearns for restoration of national sovereignty, national governance
and integrity in politics. Or … any of thousands of citizens who have never before
imagined they would march on the streets, speak in public, challenge politicians and
hold them accountable or argue with teachers pushing the party line, or challenge
activists spreading doom contrary to scientific empirical facts or …
Whether your actions have been painstakingly persistent in scouring the detail of
glossy CSIRO brochures falsely purporting to be scientific or boldly challenging
politicians or confronting and holding alarmist academics accountable for their
falsities, I am proud to be among you.
I dedicate this report to you and hope it meets your expectations and aids in our vital
joint work restoring and protecting freedom.
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support is deeply gratifying. It’s difficult for mothers focussed on security. Ultimately
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I thank people associated with Vipassana meditation as taught by SN Goenka, The
Hoffman Process, The HeartMath Institute, The Center for NonViolent
Communication, The Foundation for Inner Peace for publishing A Course In
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challenged me to think and to take action. I have learned much about human
behaviour and about myself. I am blessed to count you among my teachers as my
learning continues. Thank you.
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